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Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  20:37:30  

Oh yes, top thread indeed, thanks

R B

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  21:17:40    

Wow Jonny, well done!

Cor xx

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  22:13:49    

Cas can you tell us anything about that lil doll Dusty is holding?

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  22:44:06  

Someone obviously gave it to Dusty that night but I don't think it was one of our gang. After the two shows we got a lift back
to Coventry in the back of the Echoes van, what groupies

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

spooky
Little by little

Posted - 05/12/2009 :  02:33:48  

I love this thread too and agree with Bosseh that it's the best evah. :) For those of us who ever saw Dusty perform, these are
the next best thing. 

Annie
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USA
372 Posts

warten und hoffen...

Douggie
I start counting

Australia
97 Posts

Posted - 05/12/2009 :  04:50:57  

quote:

Originally posted by jonny

you can adjust them with the microsoft pic editor too.
i done a sepia & greyscale one, without any effects tho!
that looks like james bond standing there too??
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Hi All

The guy behind Dusty was Alan Dunn who would drive Dusty about sometimes when I was not around. Alan would later
through Pat and Dusty get the job of Mick Jaggers on road manager as against business manager and has been with him since
the 60's. Great job goes everwhere with him, Alan is a really lovely guy. Not too sure if he is still with him, more than likely!!
Hope to catch up with him when I go to England in April 2010..

Cheers Douggie

"The Truth is Out There!"

Edited by - Douggie on 05/12/2009 04:54:45

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 05/12/2009 :  09:12:52  

I almost asked you about that guy Douggie! I've always wondered who he was but nobody told me before! I felt he was with
Dusty (as was Peppi) but wondered if he was just club management or something. Thanks for solving the mystery  It was

Alan Dunn who shared a tandem with her once too but until now, I never made the connection.
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 05/12/2009 09:28:29

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 05/12/2009 :  09:49:12  

quote:

Originally posted by allherfaces

Cas can you tell us anything about that lil doll Dusty is holding?

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

Yes I can! I bought it for her as I thought she may like it, It was the only thing I could buy that was sort of Casterways
related, being it was a sailor!

Casx

'Something in your eyes'
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Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 05/12/2009 :  09:50:26  

quote:

Originally posted by Douggie

quote:

Originally posted by jonny

you can adjust them with the microsoft pic editor too.
i done a sepia & greyscale one, without any effects tho!
that looks like james bond standing there too??
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Hi All

The guy behind Dusty was Alan Dunn who would drive Dusty about sometimes when I was not around. Alan would later through Pat
and Dusty get the job of Mick Jaggers on road manager as against business manager and has been with him since the 60's. Great
job goes everwhere with him, Alan is a really lovely guy. Not too sure if he is still with him, more than likely!! Hope to catch up with
him when I go to England in April 2010..

Cheers Douggie

"The Truth is Out There!"

Thank you Jonny thats just wonderful, youre a star!

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 05/12/2009 :  11:38:40  

Well, memory loss again Cas! Me I mean. I suppose that's why you were taking a picture of Dusty holding the doll. Duh!

A couple more for the weekend, neither taken by me.
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

With Glyn Keeling
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Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 05/12/2009 :  12:15:17        

Awesome pics!

That's such a short dress in the last pic!

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Cardiff Bluesgirl
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1809 Posts

Posted - 05/12/2009 :  12:33:17  

these are all such a treat, thankyou and wasnt she just fab.

"every day I find you're in my heart and on my mind" 

liz.

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 05/12/2009 :  14:39:39  

Yes Dusty was always wonderful when it came to her fans, she always made the time to talk and to listen.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

trek007 Posted - 05/12/2009 :  16:24:13  
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I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1100 Posts

Posted - 05/12/2009 :  16:24:13  

Magic..thanks again.

Trek.
often called Carole.

spooky
Little by little

USA
372 Posts

Posted - 05/12/2009 :  20:10:24  

Great pic of Dusty and Glyn!

Douggie, did you say that you'll be in UK in April 2010? Does that mean that you'll be at Dusty Day? Hope so! It sould be SO
cool to have you there!

Annie

warten und hoffen...
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